
The two top threats that SMBs and Law Firms face in today’s

cyber-landscape are Business Email Compromise (BEC) and

Ransomware. The FIT “Work from Home Security Bundle” is

explicitly designed to reduce the risk for companies with

remote employees. Powered by Barracuda MSP (BMSP), each

product is backed by the BMSP’s 24/7/365 Security Operations

Center, extensive technical and go-to-market support, and

managed by Forum Info-Tech/LevelCloud.

At Forum Info-Tech, we are committed to making cybersecurity accessible to our clients by

delivering cyber security-as-a-service. Changes in the workforce are driving many organizations

worldwide to adopt a work-from-home policy rapidly.

FIT Office 365 Monitoring is a managed security product that

collects, aggregates, and normalizes log data from Office 365

tenants using FIT's analytics platform, SIEM, threat intelligence, and

24/7/365 Security Operations Center. Identify threat-like behavior in

O365 like unauthorized access to cloud mailboxes, admin changes

in the environment, impossible logins, mass file downloads, and

brute force attacks.

FIT Email Protection is a cloud-based email security product that

blocks spam and phishing attacks. Our solution catches malicious

emails by utilizing computer vision, AI, and machine learning. Driven,

curious, mobile, and growing smarter by the subject line, FIT Email

Protection adds an important layer of protection to your inbox.

FIT Endpoint Protection is an integrated threat prevention solution that

utilizes our own streaming-data analytics platform. The product

combines the power of AI to block malware infections with additional

security controls that safeguard against script-based, fileless, memory,

and external device-based attacks and is backed by our Security

Operations Center.
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